SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
Georgia Power Company’s 2019 Rate Case
December 19, 2019 Docket No. 42516
Decisions favoring the utility’s position:
Decisions favoring the public interest
Decisions that were immaterial

63.41%
7.31%
29.27%

Of the 3 decisions that favored the public interest, one was substantive

97.5% substantive decisions favored Georgia Power*
Ga PSC decisions – from Final rate case order Feb. 6 2020
1. The Commission finds and concludes that a ROE of 10.5% will
allow the Company continued access to the capital markets at
competitive rates and will allow the Company to construct
infrastructure necessary to serve customers and comply with
environmental regulations. Accordingly, the Commission finds
that the appropriate ROE for setting rates is 10.50%.
2. The Commission approves a capital structure of 56% equity
and 44% long term debt for the test period.

PIA staff offer

In favor of utility - substantive

PIA Staff proposed a capital structure for the Company
composed of 49% long-term debt and 51% common
equity.

Based on the evidence presented, the Commission finds and
concludes that a capital structure of 56% common equity
level is just and reasonable, and will help to mitigate the risk
of a credit rating downgrade
3. The Commission was not sufficiently swayed by PIA Staff's PIA Staff's witness recommended a 4.07% cost of debt.
position, therefore, PIA Staff's recommendation is denied.
PIA Staff's witness adjusted GPC's bond issues made in
August 2019 to the actual interest rates GPC received
and adjusted the bond issues interest rates to 3.65%
for the period of March 2020 through October 2022,
(Gorman Direct Testimony)

4. The Proposed Agreement provides that, effective January 1,

Ga Power proposal

PIA Staff recommended a 9.2% ROE with a range of 9 9.4%.

Georgia Power proposed that a capital
structure containing approximately 44%
debt and 56% common equity be used
for ratemaking purposes in this
proceeding.
In favor of utility - substantive
The Company stated in its brief that PIA
Staffs witness' adjustments were neither
necessary nor appropriate adjustments.
In favor of utility

Same as Ga PSC decision section
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PIA staff offer
2020, the Company shall (1) not increase its traditional base
rate tariff in 2020, any increases in base rates in 2021 and
2022 shall not be levelized but adjusted year by year, (2)
collect an additional $12 million through the DSM tariffs, and
as adjusted during the term of this ARP based on the DSM
True up process agreed to by the Company and Commission
Staff with projected increases of $1 million effective January
1, 2021, and $1 million effective January 1, 2022 and (3)
collect an additional $12 million effective January 1, 2020, $5
million effective January 1, 2021, and $9 million effective
January l, 2022 through the MFF tariff, which dollar amount
will change as total revenues change as allowed by this ARP,
as well as with any future Fuel Cost Recovery ("FCR") changes
and future Nuclear Construction Cost Recovery ("NCCR")
changes. (Proposed Agreement Provisions 1, 3 and 4).
The Commission finds these tariff changes to be reasonable;
therefore, the changes are approved as provided for in the
Proposed Agreement.
5. The Proposed Agreement provides that the revenue
requirement amount related to coal ash pond AROs shall be
collected through the ECCR tariff effective January 1, 2020.
ECCR shall include the cost for compliance with CCR ARO. The
collection of CCR AROs through ECCR will be in addition to
compliance costs already included in the ECCR tariff. For
purposes of settlement, the forecasted contingency for CCR
AROs and traditional ECCR has been removed from the annual
expenditure projections. For rate setting purpose the full
weighted average cost of capital will be applied to the under
recovered balance of CCR AROs. Effective January 1, 2020, it
was estimated that the ECCR tariff would be adjusted to
collect an additional $324 million, an estimated $115 million
effective January 1, 2021, and $180 million effective January I,
2022. These estimates will be adjusted in setting actual 2020

PIA Staff's recommended CCR ARO revenue
requirement deficiency for 2020 is $104.6 million,
which is $53.5 million less than the Company's
proposed amount. PIA Staff did not object to the onethird amortization per year approach for cost recovery
proposed by the Company, but recommended three
modifications to the Company's proposal. First, PIA
Staff recommended that the Commission not preapprove a level of cost recovery for 2021 and 2022
because the actual costs may vary from the Company's
estimates. Instead, PIA Staff recommended that the
Company's annual compliance filing as approved in the
2019 IRP. Second, PIA Staff recommended that the
Commission not approve contingency dollars included
by the Company in the estimates that the Company
used to derive its requested CCR ARO compliance
revenue requirements for the test year, and for plan

Ga Power proposal
In favor of utility

Same as Ga PSC decision section
In favor of utility - substantive
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ECCR tariff rate and in the Company's compliance filings to
incorporate the capital structure and rate setting return on
equity approved by the Commission. The projection of CCR
ARO cost will be updated in 2020 and 2021 through
compliance filings to set the actual ECCR tariff rates for 2021
and 2022. (Proposed Agreement Provisions 2 & 5).
This Commission has carefully considered the evidence and
testimony presented on these issues and finds that it is just
and reasonable for Georgia Power to recover CCR ARO
compliance costs as provided for in the Proposed Agreement.
6. The Commission finds that the earnings band for ASR
purposes and the Company's agreement not to file a general
rate case unless its calendar year retail earnings are projected
to be less than 9.5% are reasonable and is hereby approved.
7. The Commission finds that it is fair and reasonable that in the
event the Company is earning above the top end of the
earnings band, sharing occurs in accordance with the
Settlement Agreement. The Commission finds this provision
of the Proposed Agreement to be reasonable and is hereby
approved.

8. The Commission finds this provision of the Proposed
Agreement to be reasonable and is hereby approved.

PIA staff offer

Ga Power proposal

years 2020 through 2022. Finally, PIA Staff
recommended that the Company receive a carrying
cost allowance based on the cost of long-term debt
with no ROE component.

PIA Staff has recommended an earnings band from
9.20 to 10.50% and recommended that earnings
above the band be applied to deferred costs instead of
being split between customers and the Company.
The Proposed Agreement provides that subsequent to
finalization of PIA Staff's review of the respective ASR,
any retail earnings above 12.0% ROE shall be shared,
with forty percent (40%} being applied to regulatory
assets in the following priority: Accumulated CCR ARO,
Retired Generating Plant, Obsolete Inventory,
Environmental Remediation, and Storm Damage, forty
percent (40%} being directly refunded to customers,
allocated on a percentage basis to all customer groups
including the base revenue contribution of Real Time
Pricing ("RTP") incremental usage, and the remaining
twenty percent (20%) retained by the Company.

In favor of utility - substantive
Subsequent to finalization of Staff’s
review of the respective ASR.

PIA staff and GPC seem to match
(immaterial)

Immaterial
The Proposed Agreement provides that
the Company shall make its ASR filings
for this ARP by March 15th of the
following year. The Commission will
consider the ASR filing and determine
any direct refunds and reduction of
regulatory assets by July 31st of that
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PIA staff offer

Ga Power proposal
year.

9. For purposes of the 2021 and 2022 rate adjustments, the
Company shall make compliance filings of the updated tariffs
at least ninety (90) days prior to the effective date of the
tariffs. The Company's compliance filings will include the
following updates including updated estimates to incorporate
the capital structure and rate setting return on equity
approved by the Commission on December 17, 2019:
a)
Effective January I, 2021, (i) the traditional base
tariffs shall be adjusted to collect an additional estimated
$93 million. This estimate shall be adjusted in the
Company's compliance filing to incorporate the capital
structure and rate setting return on equity approved by
the Commission; (ii) the ECCR tariff shall be increased
based upon the Compliance filing with updated CCR ARO
costs as filed in the most recent semi-annual report for
calendar year 2020; (iii) the DSM tariff shall be increased
to reflect the additional approved DSM costs for calendar
year 2021 as approved in Docket No. 42311 and as
adjusted based on the DSM True up process agreed to by
the Company and PIA Staff; and (iv) the MFF tariff shall be
adjusted to collect the municipal franchise fee cost
incurred by the Company. The 2021 increase to
traditional base rate tariffs, ECCR tariff, DSM tariff will
use the most current kWh sales forecast for the
applicable year to set the rates.
b)
Effective January 1, 2022, (i) the traditional base
tariffs shall be adjusted to collect an additional estimated
$197 million. This estimate shall be adjusted in the
Company's compliance filing to incorporate the capital
structure and rate setting return on equity approved by
the Commission; (ii) the ECCR tariff shall be increased

PIA recommended most recent semi-annual report for
calendar year 2021 and the Company’s actual cost of
debt as of August 31 of the year prior to new rates
going into effect.

Commission order of $197 million is lower than PIA
recommended.
PIA recommended adjusted to collect $233 million;
and the Company’s actual cost of debt as of August 31
of the year prior to new rates going into effect.

In favor of utility
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PIA staff offer
based upon the Compliance filing with updated CCR ARO
costs as filed in the most recent semi-annual report for
calendar year 2021; (iii) the DSM tariff shall be increased
to reflect the additional approved DSM costs for calendar
year 2022 as approved in Docket No. 42311 and as
adjusted based on the DSM True up process agreed to by
the Company and PIA Staff; and (iv) the MFF tariff shall be
adjusted to collect the municipal franchise fee cost
incurred by the Company. The 2022 increase to
traditional base rate tariffs, ECCR tariff, DSM tariff will
use the most current kWh sales forecast for the
applicable year to set the rates.
10. The Proposed Agreement provides that for book accounting
and ASR purposes, the schedule for the Nuclear
Decommissioning Trust - Tax Funding are approved.
The Commission finds and concludes that the proposed
Supplemental Order - Nuclear Decommissioning Costs is
reasonable and approved.
11. The Company has reported earnings above the earnings band
in 2018 to the Commission through the ASR process in Docket
No. 36989. For purposes of settlement, fifty percent (50%) of
the customer share (approximately $51 million) of earnings
above the band in 2018 will be utilized to reduce the
December 31, 2019, storm damage regulatory asset.
Regulatory assets are to be written down in the following
priority: Obsolete Inventory, Environmental Remediation,
Accumulated CCR ARO, Retired Generating Plant, and Storm
Damage. The remaining fifty percent (50%) of the customer
share will be refunded to customers in 2020 with a special
line-item on the bill.
The Commission finds that the treatment as set out in the
Proposed Agreement for the earnings above the band in

Ga Power proposal

Immaterial

Immaterial
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PIA staff offer
2018 and 2019 are reasonable and approved.
12. The Company will accelerate amortization of an estimated
$88 million in regulatory assets in 2020 in the following
priority: Accumulated CCR ARO, Retired Generating Plant,
Storm Damage, Obsolete Inventory, and Environmental
Remediation. The actual amount accelerated may be
different than estimated in this paragraph depending upon
the capital structure and rate setting return on equity
approved by the Commission. The estimated $88 million will
be adjusted to reflect the updated projected revenue
sufficiency by incorporating the capital structure and rate
setting return on equity approved by the Commission and will
be reflected in the Company’s compliance filing.

Ga Power proposal
Immaterial

Additionally, the Proposed Agreement provides that, in the
event the Company determines that an asset is impaired or
the Commission approves the retirement of a retail
generation asset as a result of any environmental regulation
or legislation, the Company may request that costs associated
with such impairment or retirement be deferred as a
regulatory asset.
The Commission finds that Proposed Agreement provisions
13 and 14 are reasonable and approved.
13. The ICR mechanism approved in the 2010 Rate Case in Docket
No. 31958 is continued throughout the term of this ARP
utilizing the earnings band of 9.5% to 12.0% as set for the
ASR. (Agreement Provision 15). Under the ICR mechanism, if
at any time during the term of the ARP, the Company projects
that its retail earnings will be lower than 9.50% retail ROE for
any calendar year, based on the most recent budget,
including the latest projections regarding rate base, revenues,
expenses, changes in projected debt and preferred security
costs, it may petition the Commission for the implementation

PIA Staff's proposed ARP would also permit the
Company to petition the Commission to increase rates
up to the lower end of the band if its projected
earnings would fall below the lower band over the
upcoming calendar year. As discussed above,
however, PIA Staff's recommended earnings band
was 9.2% ROE to 10.5%.

Gorman recommended 9.2% (page 4, line 12)

In favor of utility - substantive
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PIA staff offer
of an ICR tariff which will be used to adjust the Company's
earnings back to 9.50% ROE. Any ICR tariff approved by the
Commission shall expire at the earlier of the date upon which
the next general rate case takes effect or the end of the
calendar year in which the ICR tariff becomes effective.
Continuation of the ICR mechanism also maintains certain
procedural guidelines regarding the filing of any request for
implementation of an ICR tariff, and further maintains that in
lieu of requesting implementation of an ICR tariff, or if the
Commission chooses not to implement the ICR, the Company
may file a full rate case. Georgia Power must file its request to
implement the ICR tariff no less than 90 days prior to its
proposed effective date.
The Commission finds that the portion of the Proposed
Agreement allowing for continuation of the ICR mechanism
during the term of the rate plan is just and reasonable.
14. With the exception of easements and right of ways,
Generation and Transmission property in PHFFU that has
been held in PHFFU account for 15 consecutive years will
undergo review during the first IRP proceeding following the
15th year that such property has been held in PHFFU.
Distribution property in PHFFU that has been held in PHFFU
account for 15 consecutive years will undergo review during
the first base rate proceeding following the 15th year that
such property has been held in PHFFU. In the respective
proceeding, the Company will be required to present the
specific plan for the property(s) that has exceeded 15
consecutive years in PHFFU, The Commission will decide the
matter in that proceeding.

The Commission finds that the method for reviewing PHFFU
as laid out in the Proposed Agreement is reasonable and

PIA Staff cited three major concerns for the property
held in PHFFU. First, there is a substantial dollar
amount of PHFFU in rate base. Second, the
overwhelming majority of the land in PHFFU is not
expected to be used and useful in the provision of
electric service for a considerable amount of time.
Third, the expected use dates are routinely being
pushed further into the future. Due to those concerns,
PIA Staff proposed that, prospectively starting with
this rate case, the Commission order that if PHFFU has
been held for more than 15 years and has not yet
been placed into service, that such PHFFU be removed
from rate base until it is placed into service.
Additionally, PIA Staff recommended that gains and
losses on the sale of land held in PHFFU be shared
with ratepayers based on the amount of time the land
was held in PHFFU compared to the total time the land
was held by the Company up to a maximum sharing of

Ga Power proposal

In favor of utility
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PIA staff offer
makes no changes as it relates to the Commission's 80% for customers.
treatment of gains and losses on sales of property
15. Beginning in 2021, with the adjustment to traditional base PIA recommended beginning in 2022. PIA
rate tariffs, the rate increase shall be allocated by rate group, recommended 90% of overall base rate
except as otherwise provided in Proposed Agreement, with
adjustments for balancing. Rates in Medium Business and
Large Business rate groups will receive 85% of the overall
base rate increase with the resulting revenue deficiency being
spread to the other rate groups excluding the Small Business,
Lighting and Marginal rate groups which will receive the
overall base rate increase.
The Commission finds this provision of the Proposed
Agreement to be just and reasonable, and is hereby
approved
16. The Basic Service Charge ("BSC") for all tariffs in the Domestic
Group shall increase by $2 in 2021 and another $2 in 2022.
Further, effective January I, 2021, the BSC for all tariffs in the
Medium Business, Large Business and Marginally priced tariff
groups shall be increased to 100% of the levels shown in the
Company's Exhibit LTL-1 column labeled "Period I Cost of
Service Study Customer Related Costs" rounded to the
nearest dollar. The remainder of tariff groups, with the
exception of the Domestic Group addressed in Paragraph 18
of the Proposed Agreement, shall have its BSC adjusted as
proposed by the Company in Exhibit LTL-I column labeled
"2021 Estimated Alternative Rate Plan Basic Service Charge"
starting in 2021. The kWh and/or demand charges in each
rate shall be correspondingly adjusted to collect the revenue
requirement.
The Commission concludes that the $2 increase in the BSC
for 2021 and again in 2022 should alleviate some of the
concerns voiced by PIA Staff and lntervenors because these

PIA Staff proposed an increase in the monthly BSC
from $10.00 to $12.00 to become effective January I,
2021. However, PIA Staff did not recommend any
further increase. PIA Staff contended that any large
increase should not be accelerated so that it is all
assessed in the first year, but instead to adhere to the
concept of gradualism and slowly increase the amount
of the BSC. Regardless of what was decided as the
appropriate amount for the BSC, PIA Staff asserted
that multi-year phase-in should reflect an even dollar
increase over a period of up to 3 years, as opposed to
the accelerated schedule proposed by the Company.

Ga Power proposal

In favor of utility

In favor of utility - substantive
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increases are more directly tied in with the concept of
gradualism. The Commission finds that the $2 increase to
the BSC in 2021 and 2022 in the Proposed Agreement are
reasonable and adequately weigh the interests of both the
Company and its ratepayers.
17. The Company will maintain the Residential Service tariff, the
R tariff, as a rate option available to all residential customers
for the term of the ARP.
The Proposed Agreement also provides that the Company and
Commission Staff shall collaborate in 2020 to increase
marketing of the TOU-RD rate. Beginning January 1, 2021, the
Company shall utilize the TOU-RD rate as the default rate for
newly constructed residential premises. The Company will
report back to the Commission at the time of its next base
rate case regarding the adoption of TOU-RD and its use as the
default rate for newly constructed residential premises.
The Commission finds that it is appropriate to maintain the R
Tariff as a rate option available to all residential customers
for the term of the ARP with the TOU-RD tariff becoming the
default rate for newly constructed residential premises in
2021. Further, the Commission finds and concludes that it is
reasonable to allow a collaborative process as outlined
above.
18. The Company to work with Commission Staff to develop
options for customer access to usage data and submit those
options to the PSC for approval. Stipulating Parties will be
provided an opportunity to provide comments on the options
proposed and upon approval, the Company will strive to
implement the provisions of the plan no later than January l,
2022. The cost for providing additional options for access to
customer usage data shall be deferred as a regulatory asset
and recovered in a future base rate proceeding.

PIA staff offer

Ga Power proposal

PIA Staff also opposed the Company's proposal to
discontinue offering the R Rate to new premises after
January 2020 arguing that as the monopoly utility
provider in the service territory, eliminating a choice
for customers is contrary to the public interest. PIA
Staff recommended that if the Commission were to
close Rate R for any residential customer, in keeping
with the ratemaking principles of gradualism and
customer satisfaction, PIA Staff proposed to either
exempt existing (prior to January 2020) Georgia
Power customers from this new Rate R foreclosure
provision, even if they move to a new premises, or
allow any existing Rate R customers in Georgia Power
territory that are moving into new premises an ability
to opt-in to Rate R.

In favor of utility – substantive

PIA Staff recommended that the Commission require
the Company to continue its investigation of the costs
and benefits of providing hourly usage information to
its residential customers and within six months
provide an updated cost estimate to provide hourly
usage data to all residential customers

Public interest - immaterial
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PIA staff offer

The Commission finds that the requirements in the Proposed
Agreement sufficiently address the recommendations on
this issue.
19. The Proposed Agreement provides that within ninety (90) PIA recommended within 180 days
days of the Final Order in this docket, the Company, Georgia
Watch, and Commission Staff shall collaborate on a process to
consider potential options for the expansion of income
qualified discount opportunities to assist customers. This
process will allow for parties to provide input on the options
to be considered. The Proposed Agreement further provides
that within 270 days of the Final Order in this docket, the
Company after having taken input from other parties will
report back to the Commission on their findings and may
recommend additional action. Any potential program options
must consider cost impacts to non-participating customers as
well as the impacts of any revenue erosion.

Ga Power proposal

Public interest- immaterial

The Commission approves the process set out in the
Proposed Agreement.
20. The Company agrees to further promote Project Share to
customers and increase the Company's matching to 150% of
customer contributions up to $1.5 million annually.

In favor of the public interest
PIA recommendations followed

The Commission approves the Company's promotion of and
increased contribution to Project Share
21. The Electric Transportation ("ET') tariff shall be allocated 70% PIA recommended in 2022
of the base rate increase in 2021 and 2022. The revenue
deficiency for this adjustment shall be accounted for within
the Governmental/Institutional tariff group.
The Commission finds and concludes that this tariff change is
reasonable.
22. The Time of Use - Medium Business ("TOU- MB") rate shall be [substantive benefit Ga Power]

Immaterial

In favor of utility
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made available to all food services and drinking places
identified as 722 of the North American Classification System
(NAICS). A franchise with multiple accounts shall no longer be
an applicability requirement. Any existing customers on TOUMB not qualifying as 722 will be considered grandfathered on
TOU-MB an allowed to remain on the rate. During the term of
the ARP, qualifying food services and drinking places will be
accepted on TOU-MB on a first come, first allowed basis until
the number of accounts.

PIA staff offer

Ga Power proposal

PIA recommended any proven revenue loss resulting
from the implementation of this provision greater
than seven ($7) million in 2020 and any proven
revenue loss in 2021

The Commission concludes that by opening the TOU-MB rate
schedule to all food service and drinking places identified as
722 of the NAICS, smaller restaurants will be able to be more
competitive with larger chain restaurants. ORA stated in
their brief that there are currently approximately 3,000
customers currently on the TOU-MB rate. (Id. at 2). By
allowing approximately 3,000 more customers to join the
rate, the Proposed Agreement allows for smaller restaurants
to be more competitive while balancing the interests of
other ratepayers. As such, the Commission finds this
provision of the Proposed Agreement to be reasonable.
23. The Company agrees to evaluate an enhanced demand PIA recommended 90 days
response program for Industrial Customers (spinning
reserves, etc.) to determine if such a program would provide
any value to all customers. The Company will provide the
results of the evaluation to interested Stipulating Parties
within 180 days of the Order date. The Company's evaluation
will include analysis quantifying the potential benefits and
costs to interested customers including whether any
additional steps are justified by the results of the evaluation.
If interested Stipulating Parties and the Company agree that
an enhanced demand response program brings value to all
customers, the Company agrees to seek Commission approval
for a pilot program at least 12 months prior to the 2022 IRP.

Immaterial
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The Commission finds and concludes that this evaluation
process is reasonable.
24. The tariff language changes proposed by the Company to the
RTP Tariff in the Company's filing shall be modified as follows:
The definition for "Existing Load" shall be defined as load
previously served by Georgia Power and shall include load
moved from one location to another provided that the
operation at the new location is substantially identical to the
operation at the former location. The definition of "New
Load" shall mean load not defined as "Existing Load." ''New
Load" shall also include load at a location that has been
vacant less than twenty-four months provided that the
operation is not substantially identical to the previous
operation at that location. Finally, CBL reductions shall be
allowed
to
reflect
the
impact
of
equipment
removal/replacement and energy efficiency improvements
implemented during the initial Term of Contract that result in
measurable reduction in electric power demand and/or
energy usage, provided that the Company's financial
requirements are met. This language shall be incorporated
into the appropriate places within the RTP tariff.
The Commission finds and concludes that the Proposed
Agreement's modifications to the RTP Tariff language
changes are reasonable. The proposal to extend the length
of time a customer must stay off RTP before rejoining RTP
and setting a new CBL is also approved.
25. The Multiple Load Management ("MLM") rate shall be
eliminated as proposed by the Company, and customers
moving from MLM will be moved in a revenue neutral
manner to the Time of Use - Revenue Neutral ("TOU-RN")
tariff. If a customer on MLM with RTP prefers to move their
CBL to a rate other than TOU-RN, they will be permitted to

PIA staff offer

Ga Power proposal

Immaterial

Immaterial
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select any tariff for which they meet the applicability
requirements and move their CBL to that rate in a revenue
neutral manner.
The Commission finds and concludes that this tariff change
is reasonable.
26. The funds for electric vehicle infrastructure will be allowed as
proposed by the Company with an additional $6 million per
year to be invested in support of wire and transformer
upgrades for customer sited charging stations. (Proposed
Agreement Provision 30). The Commission finds and
concludes that the projected capital and Operation &
Maintenance ("O&M") costs associated with electric vehicle
("EV") infrastructure proposed in the Company's filing should
be included in the Company's cost of service. In addition, the
Company should invest an additional $6 million per year in
support of wire and transformer upgrades for customer sited
charging stations. Whether costs for electric vehicle charging
facilities or costs for infrastructure supporting such facilities
should be included in the Company's cost of service is a
matter of policy to be decided by this Commission. This
Commission finds that such costs must not be examined in
isolation: EV charging stations serve as much more than an
additional source of revenue for the Company or any other
business for that matter. EV charging stations provide public
benefits above and beyond dollars and cents. For example,
the overall grid benefits from EV drivers who routinely shift
their load and place a positive benefit onto the grid. In
addition, evidence presented by the Company indicates that
residential and business/workplace rebate programs have
positive rate impact measure ("RIM") values, which helps all
customers by putting downward pressure on rates.
The Commission concludes that this policy decision extends

PIA staff offer

Ga Power proposal

PIA Staff opposed the inclusion of EV related spending
in rate base and cost of service and asserted that "the
[public] charging stations will not generate enough
revenue to cover O&M expense and depreciation and
allowing rate recovery would mean non-EV drivers
would be subsidizing investments that only benefits
EV-driving ratepayers."

Mixed outcome – there is some public
interest value to this decision but that
value was rate based so the utility got
what it wanted
In favor the utility (rate based)
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PIA staff offer
beyond cost considerations and accordingly, finds that
allowing the proposed EV charging station costs, as well as
the additional supporting infrastructure costs, into rate base
strikes the right balance between the monetary and nonmonetary benefits associated with EV infrastructure
deployment.
27. The that the method for bi directional metering utilized by
Georgia Power under the Georgia Cogeneration and
Distributed Generation Act of 2001 ("Cogen Act") O.C.G.A. §
46-3-51, to be considered as part of the PIA Staff review of
the Company's methodology and computation of avoided
cost in Docket No. 4822 that was provided for in the
Commission's Final Order issued in Docket Nos. 42310 and
42311. It further provides that to the extent Parties continue
to raise such issues, the Commission will consider the
Company's bi- directional metering practice as part of that
review.
The Commission finds and concludes that the Proposed
Agreement should be modified to provide that the "Behind
the Meter" netting period length shall be changed from
instant to monthly for the first 5000 rooftop solar ratepayers
or until the new installed capacity reaches 32 MW,
whichever comes first. Following that, any new rooftop solar
ratepayers would be subject to the current scheme of
instant net metering. This will be re-evaluated in the next
rate case.
28. The Commission finds that the Proposed Agreement should
be modified to provide that the fee for Analog Meter
Ratepayers shall be dropped by $1.00 per month. The
Commission will reevaluate the fee and this change in the
next rate case.
The Commission finds and concludes that this reduction to

Ga Power proposal

Georgia Power stated that the
Company's implementation of the RNR
tariff is compliant with the Co-Gen Act
and should not be overhauled to institute
policy changes to increase payments to
customer generators as argued by
Intervenors.

Public interest victory (substantive,
though limited)

In favor the public interest
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the analog meter fee is reasonable.
29. The proposed to convert the basic service charge in the tariffs
within the Domestic Group to a daily amount. Currently, a bill
can be generated with the service period ranging from 25 to
36 days without being prorated. This means that customers
that experience a 36-day bill period incur the same basic
service charge as a customer whose bill only includes 25 days
of service. Conversely, if a bill is calculated using a daily basic
service charge amount, the result will be based on the exact
number of days of service, which wi11 make this portion of
the bill more accurate and simpler for customer to
understand.
The Commission finds that converting the BSC in the tariffs
within the Domestic Group to a daily amount is reasonable
is thus accepted.
30. The PIA Staff accepted the Company's proposed $63.5 million
for the projection of storm damage charges for the test year
and ARP years, they recommended a review of the recovery
mechanisms and that the Company's storm damage costs be
reviewed in detail. PIA Staff also adjusted the Company's
estimate of the December 31, 2019 deferred storm damage
cost balance using actual charges for January through June
2019 in place of the Company's estimates for those months.
The adjustment resulted in a slightly lower December 31,
2019 balance, which PIA Staff recommended be amortized
over a three-year period.

PIA staff offer

Ga Power proposal

PIA Staff stated that the Company had not justified its
request to prorate the BSC on a daily basis. Currently,
the BSC is the same for each month; it does not vary
based on the number of days in the month. (Tr. 2919).
PIA Staff contended the Commission should require
the Company to continue the standard practice of 12
evenly monthly payments for customers who pay
monthly bills

In favor of utility

PIA Staff’s recommendation that the Company's storm
damage costs be reviewed in a separate investigation
apart from the rate case stems from the fact that the
Company's deferred amount has built up to over $400
million and most of that from storms occurring in
recent years since the Company's 2013 rate case. The
Company argued that a separate review and audit is
unnecessary because existing internal and external
review channels provide sufficient opportunity for the
Company and Commission to audit the Company's
storm damage account balance.

In favor of utility

The Commission finds that it is appropriate to approve the
continuation of the current ratemaking treatment of such
costs.
31. The Proposed Agreement does not include this adjustment PIA Staff recommended that the Company's revenue
and the Commission finds that the Settlement Agreement as requirement be adjusted by $272,000 on a retail
Modified is reasonable as a whole. Therefore, PIA Staff’s jurisdictional basis to reflect interest credits on

In favor of utility
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recommendation is denied.

32. The Company stated that the total compensation plan,
including stock-based at-risk compensation is market
competitive and appropriately balances operational with
financial focus for both short-term and longer term to drive
employee behavior in ways that balance the interests of
customers and shareholders alike. (GPC Post Hearing Brief pp.
49-55). Furthermore, the Company stated that moving at-risk
pay to base pay would not be in the best interest of
customers, however, as it would encourage employees to
focus solely on short-term operational performance with no
balance or accountability to long-term operational costs and
efficiencies. (Id.). Therefore, the Company believes that stockbased compensation should be included in the Company's
revenue requirements and recovered in retail rates.
The Proposed Agreement does not include this adjustment
and the Commission finds that the Settlement Agreement as
Modified is reasonable as a whole. Therefore, PIA Staff's
recommendation to remove the stock compensation plan
from rate base is denied. In conjunction with its adjustment
to remove stock-based compensation, PIA Staff
recommended that the Company's proposed ARP payroll tax
expense be reduced by $1.484 million, $1.629 million and
$1.732 million in 2020, 2021 and 2022, respectively. For the
same reasons that PIA Staff's adjustment to remove stock-

PIA staff offer
minimum bank balances stating that these interest
credits offset its bank fees. The Company did not
reflect these interest credits in its rate case filing
because the amount of the credits is uncertain since it
cannot exactly predict the minimum bank balances.
PIA Staff argued that since the bank fees the Company
must pay are included in revenue requirement and
collected from ratepayers, it would be unfair for the
Company to be able to keep the interest credits that
offset the bank fees.
PIA Staff stated in its post hearing brief that the
Company incurs the costs of these incentive
compensation programs in an effort to improve the
Southern Company financial performance for the
benefit of shareholders, not for the benefit of
ratepayers. "For instance, the purpose of these
incentives is not to improve customer service or meet
other regulated utility service requirements. To the
contrary, the objectives of maximizing shareholder
value on the one hand and minimizing costs to
ratepayers on the other hand, are generally opposed
to each other. And the fact that maximizing
shareholder value frequently does not serve the
ratepayer interest of lower rates for the service shows
the fatal flaw in the argument that these financial
incentives should be seen as merely part of a
compensation package, and as such, should be
recovered from ratepayers."

Ga Power proposal

In favor of utility
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based compensation was not adopted by the Commission,
the corresponding payroll tax expense adjustment is denied.
33. The Proposed Agreement does not include this adjustment
and the Commission finds that the Settlement Agreement as
Modified is reasonable as a whole. Therefore, PIA Staff's
recommendation is denied.

34. The Proposed Agreement does not include this adjustment
and the Commission finds that the Settlement Agreement as
Modified is reasonable as a whole. Therefore, PIA Staffs
recommendation is denied

35. The Proposed Agreement does not include this adjustment
and the Commission finds that the Settlement Agreement as
Modified is reasonable as a whole. Therefore, PIA Staffs
recommendation is denied.

PIA staff offer

Ga Power proposal

PIA Staff recommended removal of expenses related
to Georgia Power's executive financial planning
program, which provides personal financial planning,
estate planning, investment advice and tax planning
and preparation to Georgia Power's Chief Executive
Officer, Chief Operating Officer, Vice-Presidents and
Directors. PIA Staff's position does not prohibit the
Company from offering its program to top executives.
The Company's position is that ratepayers should pay
for this cost for its top executives as those executives
provide value to the ratepayers. PIA Staff recommends
that shareholders be held responsible for paying for
the program because this program is not necessary for
the provision of safe and reliable electric service.
PIA Staff recommended that the Commission reject
the Company's requested uncollectibles expense
stating that it is inconsistent with its experience in
recent years. Even though the Company has incurred
less than $12 million in uncollectibles expense in 2017
and 2018, it requested an uncollectibles expense
of$13.445 million in the test year, $14.003 million in
2020 and 2021 and $14.004 million in 2022. (Tr. 1240).
PIA Staff argued that the Company failed to identify a
key driver for the inconsistency.
PIA Staff proposed an adjustment to revenue
requirement for property tax true-up. Georgia Power
has booked a property tax true-up in 14 of the past 17
years. Yet, Georgia Power declined to account for such
a true-up in its rate case tiling because it claimed that
the true- up cannot be predicted with certainty. PIA
Staff argued that the Company's approach is
inconsistent both with Commission precedent and
with how the Company has addressed other items
within this very rate case. The Commission adopted an
adjustment for property tax refunds in the 2010 rate

In favor of utility

In favor of utility

In favor of utility
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36. The Proposed Agreement does not include this adjustment
and the Commission finds that the Settlement Agreement as
Modified is reasonable as a whole. Therefore, PIA Staff's
recommendation is denied.

PIA staff offer
case (Docket No. 31958). Therefore, the PIA Staff
recommended that the Commission adopt PIA Staff's
recommended $2.604 million adjustment to reflect a
reduction in the Company's revenue requirement
equal to the 17-year average for property tax refunds
received by Georgia Power.
PIA Staffs proposed recommendation regarding
sharing of responsibility for the CCR ARO amount for
Plant Kraft and the benefits of donating Plant Kraft
land to the Georgia Port Authority stems from the
authorization received by the Company from the
Commission, in Docket No. 36989, to donate a parcel
of land at Plant Kraft to the Georgia Ports Authority.
PIA Staff argued that both the State of Georgia
(through the receipt of the land by the Ports
Authority) and Georgia Power (through a boost to its
reputation as a good corporate citizen) will benefit
from the donation of the land. PIA Staff argued that
ratepayers should receive a benefit as well. The Plant
Kraft land that is to be donated includes the site of the
coal ash pond which appears to have been
remediated. In order to provide some benefit to
ratepayers as well as the Company and the State, PIA
Staff recommended that the Commission and the
Company should consider applying some of the
donation-related tax savings that would otherwise be
assigned below-the-line to addressing the Plant Kraft
ash pond clean-up cost. In the alternative, if the full
benefit of donating that land is to be retained by
shareholders, PIA Staffs alternative recommendation
was that the related ash pond remediation costs also
be allocated to shareholders. PIA Staff asserted that
this is equitable because the clean-up appears to have
increased the market value of the plant land that is to
be donated and that it would be unfair for ratepayers
to pay for the clean-up and shareholders reap the full
benefit of donating the land that increased in value as
a result of the clean-up.

Ga Power proposal

The Company proposed to follow the
accounting requirements and process
outlined in the Commission's October 16,
2018 Order Approving Donation of TractI Land at Plant Kraft in Docket No. 36989,
which the Company argued approved the
Company's donation and the proposed
accounting treatment for the Plant Kraft
land. See Order on Georgia Power
Company's 2016 Annual Surveillance
Report, Docket No. 36989 at 2.
In favor of utility
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37. Commission approval of the Settlement Agreement as
modified allows for the Company's continued use of the
MOS methodology to determine the customer-related
portion of distribution costs.

PIA staff offer

Ga Power proposal

PIA Staff, GIPU Southface Note Solar, and Sierra Club
recommended that the Commission require that the
Company use the Basic Customer Method instead of
MOS. PIA Staff disagreed with the Company's use of
MDS for determining distribution costs caused by the
need to serve customers separate from customer
demand placed on the system. Citing Bonbright, PIA
Staff faults the MOS technique because it does not
vary with the number of customers and loads
customers with more fixed system costs. PIA Staff
estimated that close to $8 of the $20.87/month
customer costs calculated in the COSS are MOS
related. PIA Staff recommended the Company remove
the allocation of the MDS costs to customer service or
strip out the MOS effects on the monthly basic service
charge it proposes.

In favor of utility
The Company used the minimum
distribution system ("MDS")
methodology in its Cost of Service Study
("COSS") to separate customer-related
distribution system costs from demandrelated costs that customers place on the
system. The Company explained that the
MDS is a key input of its COSS as it
separates the cost of line transformers,
primary and secondary lines, and
equipment, into demand-related costs,
which are directly related to customer's
peak load requirements, and customerrelated costs, which are independent of
customers' peak load requirements.
Company Witness Vogt explained that
Bonbright, NARUC, and several utilities
around the country acknowledge MDS as
an acceptable method for allocating
customer-related distribution costs.
The Company, in its rebuttal testimony,
argued that MOS is more comprehensive
than the Basic Customer Method.
According to the Company, MOS includes
the costs identified using the Basic
Customer Method, and also includes the
cost of equipment necessary to provide
safe and reliable service, which is not
based on a customer's demand and
should be allocated as customer- related.
(See Tr. 2870.) The Company opposes
classifying or collecting fixed customerrelated costs through the variable energy
portion of customer rates. The Company
requests permission to continue relying
upon the MOS methodology arguing that
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PIA staff offer

38. The Commission accepts the Settlement Agreement as PIA Staff recommended that the Commission "require
modified and requires no changes at this time as it relates to Georgia Power to perform an evaluation of the use of
monthly coincident peaks to reflect more precisely the
this issue.
months where there is the potential for summer and
winter peak demands to occur." PIA Staff further
explained that "this could be done by utilization of an
up to 8 CP approach, reflecting a proper balance of
assignment of fixed costs to both summertime and
wintertime peaks."

39. The Commission finds that non-summer declining block PIA Staff requested that the Commission "order the
portion is reasonable as filed and thus any change is denied. Company to revise its wintertime declining block rates

to a flat energy rate. Just as the inclining block rate
structure during the summer sends a price signal that
as consumption increases, so likely do system costs, a
declining block rate structure sends the opposite price
signal that as consumption increases, system costs
decline."

40. In accordance with the Commission's approval of the The Company has proposed several changes in the
Settlement Agreement as Modified, the Company's proposed wording of its Flat-5 tariff. PIA Staff stated that the
Company's proposed changes would remove the 12changes are accepted.

month history requirement. The effect would require
"new Georgia Power customers, when establishing

Ga Power proposal
this approach yields a fair and equitable
assignment of costs to customers.
In favor of utility
The Company refutes the idea that a
non-coincident peak is an inappropriate
base for setting a demand charge. There
are multiple demand costs to cover in a
demand charge, including distribution
costs, which are based on a noncoincident peak. (Id.) Using the
Company's existing time of use price
signal keeps the rate simpler and easy to
understand and helps customers avoid
extreme bill swings in summer months.
In favor of utility
In response to PIA Staff, the Company
stated that it "originally designed the
residential rate to reflect the seasonality
of costs to serve residential customers."
(Tr. 2889.) "The increasing price blocks in
June through September reflect the fact
that the Company's costs are higher in
the summer months. (Id.) The declining
block structure in the non-summer
months recognizes that off peak costs
are lower and provides price signals to
reflect this reality. (Id.) The prices are set
to more than cover the Company's
marginal costs and resulting revenues
place downward pressure on rates for all
customers. (Id.) The Commission should
reject requests to change the declining
block rate structure."
In favor of utility - substantial
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PIA staff offer

Ga Power proposal

their account, to choose the FlatBill tariff and be
charged a monthly bill based on that premises,
another household's, previous 12- month usage." (Tr.
2924). PIA Staff recommended that "the Commission
reject these proposed revisions because the customer
could end up with a higher or lower bill as compared
to the Residential service rate because usage is not
based on that resident's actual historical 12-month
usage."
Immaterial (slight benefit to GPC)

41. The Commission finds that a three-year term for the
Settlement Agreement as Modified ending December 31,
2022 is reasonable. By July 1, 2022, the Company shall file
testimony and exhibits required in a general rate case along
with supporting schedules required by the Commission to
support a "traditional" rate case. The test period utilized by
the Company in its rate case filing shall be from August 1,
2022 to July 31, 2023. The Company may propose to
continue, modify, or discontinue this Alternate Rate Plan. The
Company shall also file projected revenue requirements for
calendar years 2023, 2024, and 2025.

*

Decisions favoring the utility

Decisions favoring the public
interest

Decisions that were
immaterial

26 out of 41

3 out of 41
[1 of the 3 were substantive)
7.31%

12 out of 41

63.41%
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